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Abstract

Itemset mining is an important subfield of data mining, which consists of discovering interesting and useful patterns in transaction databases. The traditional task of frequent itemset mining is to discover groups of items (itemsets) that appear frequently together in transactions made by customers. Although itemset mining was designed for market basket analysis, it can be viewed more generally as the task of discovering groups of attribute values frequently co-occurring in databases. Due to its numerous applications in domains such as bioinformatics, text mining, product recommendation, e-learning, and web click stream analysis, itemset mining has become a popular research area.

This paper provides an up-to-date survey that can serve both as an introduction and as a guide to recent advances and opportunities in the field. The problem of frequent itemset mining and its applications are described. Moreover, main approaches and strategies to solve itemset mining problems are presented, as well as their characteristics. Limitations of traditional frequent itemset mining approaches are also highlighted, and extensions of the task of itemset mining are presented such as high-utility itemset mining, rare itemset mining, fuzzy itemset mining and uncertain itemset mining. The paper also discusses research opportunities and the relationship to other popular pattern mining problems such as sequential pattern mining, episode mining, sub-graph mining and association rule mining.
mining. Main open-source libraries of itemset mining implementations are also briefly presented.
INTRODUCTION

The goal of data mining is to predict the future or to understand the past\(^1,2\). Techniques used for predicting the future such as neural networks are often designed to behave as black-boxes because the goal is generally to obtain a model that is as accurate as possible rather than to obtain a model that is explanatory. On the other hand, several data mining techniques aim at discovering patterns in data that are understandable by humans. Approaches for discovering patterns in data can be classified by the types of patterns that they discover. Some common types of patterns found in databases are clusters, itemsets, trends, and outliers\(^2\). This paper is a survey that focuses on the discovery of itemsets in databases, a popular data mining task for analyzing symbolic data.

The task of discovering itemsets in databases was introduced in 1993 by Agrawal and Srikant\(^3\) as *large itemset mining*, but it is nowadays called *frequent itemset mining* (FIM). The task of FIM is defined as follows. Given a database of customer transactions, FIM consists of discovering groups of items (*itemsets*) that are frequently purchased together by customers. For example, one may analyze a customer transaction database and discover that many customers buy taco shells with peppers. Discovering associations between items is useful to understand customer behavior. For instance, a retail store manager can use this knowledge to take strategic marketing decisions such as co-promoting products or putting them closer on the shelves.

Although FIM was originally proposed for analyzing customer data, it is now viewed as a general data mining task that is applicable to many domains. In fact, a customer transaction database can be more generally viewed as a database of instances describing objects (the transactions), where each object is described using nominal attribute values (the items). Thus, FIM can be equivalently defined as the task of finding attribute values that frequently co-occur in a database. Because many types of data can be represented as transaction databases, FIM has many applications in a wide-range of domains such as bioinformatics\(^5\), image classification\(^6\), network traffic analysis\(^7,8\), analyzing customer reviews\(^9\), activity monitoring\(^10\), malware detection\(^11\) and e-learning\(^12\), to name just a few. FIM has also been extended in many ways to address specific needs. For example, some extensions of
FIM are to discover rare patterns\textsuperscript{13}, correlated patterns\textsuperscript{14–16}, patterns in sequences\textsuperscript{17,18} and graphs\textsuperscript{19}, and patterns that generate a high profit\textsuperscript{20–26}.

The field of itemset mining is a very active research field, where hundreds of new algorithms are proposed every year. This paper provides an up-to-date survey that can serve both as an introduction and as a guide to recent advances and opportunities in the field. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The paper first describes the problem of FIM, and the main techniques employed in FIM. Then, the paper discusses popular extensions of the problem of FIM, and other problems in data mining that are closely related to FIM. Then, the paper discusses research opportunities and discusses open-source implementations for itemset mining. Finally, a conclusion is drawn.

**Frequent itemset mining**

The problem of frequent itemset mining is formally defined as follows\textsuperscript{3}. Let there be a set of items (symbols) $I = \{i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_m\}$. A transaction database $D = \{T_1, T_2 \ldots T_n\}$ is a set of transactions such that each transaction $T_q \subseteq I (1 \leq q \leq m)$ is a set of distinct items, and each transaction $T_q$ has a unique identifier $q$ called its TID (Transaction IDentifier).

For example, consider the transaction database shown in Table 1. This database contains five transactions, where the letters $a, b, c, d, e$ represents items bought by customers. For example, the first transaction $T_1$ represents a customer that has bought the item $a, c$ and $d$.

An *itemset* $X$ is a set of items such that $X \subseteq I$. Let the notation $|X|$ denote the set cardinality or, in other words, the number of items in an itemset $X$. An itemset $X$ is said

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TID</th>
<th>Transaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_1$</td>
<td>${a, c, d}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_2$</td>
<td>${b, c, e}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_3$</td>
<td>${a, b, c, e}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_4$</td>
<td>${b, e}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_5$</td>
<td>${a, b, c, e}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: A transaction database
to be of length $k$ or a $k$-itemset if it contains $k$ items ($|X| = k$). The goal of itemset mining is to discover interesting itemsets in a transaction database, that is interesting associations between items. In general, in itemset mining, various measures can be used to assess the interestingness of patterns. In FIM, the interestingness of a given itemset is traditionally defined using a measure called the support. The support (or absolute support) of an itemset $X$ in a database $D$ is denoted as $sup(X)$ and defined as the number of transactions containing $X$, that is $sup(X) = |\{T|X \subseteq T \land T \in D\}|$. For example, the support of the itemset $\{a, b\}$ is 2 because this itemset appears in two transactions ($T_3$ and $T_5$). Note that some authors prefer to define the support of an itemset $X$ as a ratio. This definition called the relative support is $relSup(X) = sup(X)/|D|$. For example, the relative support of the itemset $\{a, b\}$ is 0.4.

The task of frequent itemset mining consists of discovering all frequent itemsets in a given transaction database. An itemset $X$ is frequent if it has a support that is no less than a given minimum support threshold $\text{minsup}$ set by the user (i.e. $sup(X) \geq \text{minsup}$). For example, if we consider the database shown in Table 1 and that the user has set $\text{minsup} = 3$, the task of FIM is to discover all groups of items appearing in at least three transactions. In this case, there are exactly nine frequent itemsets: $\{a\} : 3$, $\{b\} : 4$, $\{c\} : 4$, $\{e\} : 4$, $\{a, c\} : 3$, $\{b, c\} : 3$, $\{b, e\} : 4$, $\{c, e\} : 3$, $\{b, c, e\} : 3$, where the number besides each itemset indicates its support.

FIM is an enumeration problem. The goal is to enumerate all patterns that meet the minimum support constraint specified by the user. Thus, there is always a single correct answer to a FIM task. FIM is a difficult problem. The naive approach to solve this problem is to consider all possible itemsets to then output only those meeting the minimum support constraint specified by the user. However, such a naive approach is inefficient for the following reason. If there are $m$ distinct items in a transaction database, there are $2^m - 1$ possible itemsets. If a database has for example 1000 distinct items, the number of possible itemsets is $2^{1000} - 1$ itemsets, which is clearly unmanageable using a naive approach. It is important to note that the FIM problem can be very difficult even for a small database. For example, a database containing a single transaction with 100 items, with $\text{minsup} = 1$ still generates a search space of $2^{100}$ itemsets. Thus, the number of itemsets in the search space generally
matters more than the size of the data in FIM. But what influences the number of itemsets in the search space? The number of itemsets depends on how similar the transactions are in the database, and also on how low the \textit{minsup} threshold is set by the user.

To discover frequent itemsets efficiently, it is thus necessary to design algorithms that avoid exploring the search space of all possible itemsets and that process each itemset in the search space as efficiently as possible. Several efficient algorithms have been proposed for FIM. Some of the most famous are Apriori$^3$, FP-Growth$^{27}$, Eclat$^{28}$, H-Mine$^{29}$ and LCM$^{30}$. All of these algorithms have the same input and the same output. However, the difference is the strategies and data structures that these algorithms employ to discover frequent itemsets efficiently. More specifically, FIM algorithms differ in (1) whether they use a depth-first or breadth-first search, (2) the type of database representation that they use internally or externally, (3) how they generate or determine the next itemsets to be explored in the search space, and (4) how they count the support of itemsets to determine if they satisfy the minimum support constraint.

In the rest of this section, we first explain the concept of breadth-first search and depth-first search in itemset mining. Then, we provide an overview of the key techniques used by some of the most popular FIM algorithms and explain their advantages and limitations. These techniques are very important as they have inspired numerous algorithms in the field of pattern mining.

\textbf{Breadth-first search and depth-first search}

Most of the existing itemset mining algorithms can be described as either using a breadth-first search or a depth-first search. Assume that there are \( m \) items in a database. A breadth-first search algorithm (also called a level-wise algorithm) such as Apriori explores the search space of itemsets by first considering 1-itemsets, then 2-itemsets, 3-itemsets \ldots, and lastly \( m \)-itemsets. For example, Fig. 1 depicts the search space of all possible itemsets for the running example. In this figure, the search space is represented as a Hasse diagram$^1$. A breadth-first search algorithm will first consider 1-itemsets \( \{a\}, \{b\}, \{c\}, \{d\} \) and \( \{e\} \). Then,

$^1$A Hasse diagram draws an arrow from an itemset \( X \) to another itemset \( Y \) if and only if \( X \subseteq Y \) and \( |X| + 1 = |Y| \)
it will generate 2-itemsets such as \{a, b\}, \{a, c\}, \{a, d\}, and then 3-itemsets, and so on, until it generates the itemset \{a, b, c, d, e\} containing all items. On the other hand, depth-first search algorithms such as FP-Growth, H-Mine and LCM start from each 1-itemset and then recursively try to append items to the current itemset to generate larger itemsets. For example, in the running example, a typical depth-first search algorithm would explore itemsets in that order: \{a\}, \{a, b\}, \{a, b, c\}, \{a, b, c, d\}, \{a, b, c, d, e\}, \{a, b, d\}, \{a, b, d, e\}, \{a, c\}, \{a, c, d\}, \{a, c, d, e\}, \{a, d\}, \{a, d, e\}, \{a\}, \{b\}, \{b, c\}, \{b, c, d\}, \{b, c, d, e\}, \{b, c, e\}, \{b, d\}, \{b, d, e\}, \{b, e\}, \{c\}, \{c, d\}, \{c, d, e\}, \{c, e\}, \{d\}, \{d, e\}, \{e\}.

Figure 1: The search space for \(I = \{a, b, c, d, e\}\).

To design an efficient FIM algorithm, it is important that the algorithm avoid exploring the whole search space of itemsets because the search space can be very large. To reduce the search space, search space pruning techniques are used. In FIM, the key observation for reducing the search space is that the support is a monotone measure, that is for any itemsets \(X\) and \(Y\) such that \(X \subset Y\), it follows that \(\text{sup}(X) \geq \text{sup}(Y)^3\). This has the implication that if an itemset is infrequent, all its supersets are also infrequent, and thus do not need to be explored. For example, assuming that \(\minsup = 3\) and that the support of the itemset \{a, b\} is 2, it can be concluded that \{a, b\} and all its supersets are infrequent and do not need to be considered. This property, called the downward-closure property\(^3\), anti-monotonicity-property or Apriori-property is very powerful and can greatly reduce the search space. For
example, it can be observed in Fig. 1 that only 9 itemsets are frequent out of 31 possible
itemsets (excluding the empty set). Thus by applying the above property, many itemset can
potentially be avoided when exploring the search space.

Apriori: an horizontal breadth-first search algorithm

Apriori\(^3\) is the first FIM algorithm. Apriori takes a transaction database and the \textit{minsup}
threshold as input. Apriori uses a standard database representation, as shown in Table
1, also called a \textit{horizontal database}. The pseudocode of Apriori is given in Algorithm 1.
Apriori first scans the database to calculate the support of each item, i.e. 1-itemset (line
1). Then, Apriori uses this information to identify the set of all frequent items, denoted as
\(F_1\) (line 2). Then, Apriori performs a breadth-first search to find larger frequent itemsets
(line 4 to 10). During the search, Apriori uses the frequent itemsets of a given length \(k - 1\)
(denoted as \(F_{k-1}\)) to generate potentially frequent itemsets of length \(k\) (denoted as \(C_k\)). This
is done by combining pairs of items of length \(k\) that share all but one item (line 5). For
example, if the frequent 1-itemsets are \(\{a\}, \{b\}, \{c\}\) and \(\{e\}\), Apriori will combine pairs of
these itemsets to obtain the following candidate 2-itemsets: \(\{a, b\}, \{a, c\}, \{a, e\}, \{b, c\}, \{b, e\},\)
and \(\{c, e\}\). After generating candidates of length \(k\), Apriori checks if the \((k - 1)\)-subsets of
each candidate are frequent. If a candidate itemset \(X\) has an infrequent \((k - 1)\)-subset, \(X\)
cannot be frequent (it would violate the downward-closure property) and it is thus removed
from the set of candidate \(k\)-itemsets. Then, Apriori scans the database to calculate the
support of all remaining candidate itemsets in \(C_k\) (line 7). Each candidate having a support
not less than \textit{minsup} is added to the set \(F_k\) of frequent \(k\)-itemsets (line 8). This process
is repeated until no candidates can be generated. The set of all frequent itemsets is then
returned to the user (line 11).

Apriori is an important algorithm as it has inspired many other algorithms. However, it
suffers from important limitations. The first one is that because Apriori generates candidates
by combining itemsets without looking at the database, it can generate some patterns that
do not even appear in the database. Thus, it can spend a huge amount of time processing
candidates that do not exist in the database. The second limitation is that Apriori has to
repeatedly scan the database to count the support of candidates, which is very costly. The
third limitation is that the breadth-first search approach can be quite costly in terms of memory as it requires at any moment to keep in the worst case all \( k \) and \( k - 1 \) itemsets in memory (for \( k > 1 \)). In terms of complexity, a very detailed complexity analysis of the Apriori algorithm has been done by Hegland\textsuperscript{31}. Briefly, the time complexity is \( O(m^2n) \), where \( m \) is the number of distinct items and \( n \) is the number of transactions.

Algorithm 1: The Apriori algorithm

input: \( D \): a horizontal transaction database, \( \text{minsup} \): a user-specified threshold

output: the set of frequent itemsets

1 Scan the database to calculate the support of all items in \( I \);
2 \( F_1 = \{ i | i \in I \land \text{sup}\{\{i\}\} \geq \text{minsup} \} \); \hspace{1cm} // \ F_1 \ : \ \text{frequent 1-itemsets}
3 \( k = 2 \);
4 while \( F_k \neq \emptyset \) do
5 \hspace{1cm} \( C_k = \text{CandidateGeneration}\left( F_{k-1} \right) \); \hspace{1cm} // \ C_k \ : \ \text{candidate k-itemsets}
6 \hspace{1cm} \text{Remove each candidate } X \in C_k \text{ that contains a } (k - 1)\text{-itemset that is not in } F_{k-1};
7 \hspace{1cm} \text{Scan the database to calculate the support of each candidate } X \in C_k;
8 \hspace{1cm} F_k = \{ X | X \in C_k \land \text{sup}(X) \geq \text{minsup} \} \); \hspace{1cm} // \ F_k \ : \ \text{frequent k-itemsets}
9 \hspace{1cm} k = k + 1;
10 end
11 return \( \bigcup_{k=1...k} F_k \);

Eclat: a vertical depth-first search algorithm

The Eclat\textsuperscript{28} algorithm improves upon the Apriori approach by using a depth-first search to avoid keeping many itemsets in memory. Contrarily to Apriori, Eclat utilizes what is called a vertical database representation. A vertical database representation indicates the list of transactions where each item appears. For an itemset \( i \), the list of transactions containing the item \( i \) is called its TID-list, and it is denoted as \( \text{tid}(X) \). For example, the vertical representation of the database presented in Table 1 is shown in Table 2.

This vertical representation can be obtained by scanning the original horizontal database.
only once. Furthermore, note that it is also possible to regenerate a horizontal database from a vertical database. The vertical representation is very useful in itemset mining because it possesses the following two properties. First, for any itemsets \( X \) and \( Y \), the TID-list of the itemset \( X \cup Y \) can be obtained without scanning the original database by intersecting the TID-lists of \( X \) and \( Y \), that is: \( \text{tid}(X \cup Y) = \text{tid}(X) \cap \text{tid}(Y) \). Second, the TID-list of an itemset \( X \) allows to directly derive its support without scanning the database, by using the property that \( \text{sup}(X) = |\text{tid}(X)| \). For example, the TID-list of \( \{a, c\} \) can be calculated as \( \text{tid}(\{a, c\}) = \text{tid}(a) \cap \text{tid}(c) = \{T_1, T_3, T_5\} \), and it can thus be derived that the support of \( \{a, c\} \) is \( |\text{tid}(\{a, c\})| = 3 \). Thus, using these two properties, vertical algorithms such as Eclat can explore the search space by scanning the database only once to create the initial TID-lists. Candidate generation and support counting is done directly without scanning the database.

The pseudocode of Eclat is shown in Algorithm 2. The Eclat algorithm takes as input a vertical database (a set \( R \) containing all items annotated with their tidsets, as shown in Table 2) and the \( \text{minsup} \) threshold. The Eclat algorithm performs a loop where it considers each itemset \( X \) in \( R \) that is frequent according to its tidset (line 2 to 10). The itemset \( X \) is first output. Then, a search is performed to find frequent itemsets extending \( X \) with one item. This is done by attempting to combine each itemset \( Y \) in \( R \) that shares all but the last item with \( X \) to obtain an itemset \( X \cup Y \) (line 4 to 10). For example, if \( X = \{a\} \), Eclat will attempt to combine \( X \) with \( \{b\}, \{c\}, \{d\} \) and \( \{e\} \) to generate the extensions \( \{a, b\}, \{a, c\}, \{a, d\} \) and \( \{a, e\} \), respectively. During this process, the tidset of an extension \( X \cup Y \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item (x)</th>
<th>TID-set (tid(x))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>{T_1, T_3, T_5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>{T_2, T_3, T_4, T_5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>{T_1, T_2, T_3, T_5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>{T_1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>{T_2, T_3, T_4, T_5}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The vertical representation of the database of Table 1
is calculated as $\text{tid}(X) \cap \text{tid}(Y)$ (line 6). Then, if $X \cup Y$ is frequent according to its tidset, $X \cup Y$ is added to a set $E$ of frequent extensions of $X$ (line 6 and 7). After that the Eclat algorithm is recursively called with $E$ to explore all extensions of $X \cup Y$. Then, the loop of line 1 to 10 is repeated for other itemsets in $R$. When the algorithm terminates, all frequent itemsets have been output.

The Eclat algorithm is considered to be a depth-first search algorithm as it outputs all frequent itemsets according to the depth-first search order. Eclat is generally much faster than Apriori as it does not perform multiple database scans. However, Eclat still has some drawbacks. First, because Eclat also generates candidates without scanning the database, it can spend time considering itemsets that do not exist in the database. Second, although TID-lists are useful, they can consume a lot of memory especially for dense datasets (datasets where all items appear in almost all transactions). It is important to note however, that there has been some work to reduce the size of TID-lists using an improved structure called diffsets\textsuperscript{32}. Also other proposed improvements are for example to encode TID-lists as bit vectors\textsuperscript{32,33} to reduce the memory usage and the speed of intersecting TID-lists, on dense datasets. TID-lists can also be used in breadth-first search algorithms. For example, Apriori-TID is a version of Apriori that relies on TID-lists to calculate the support of itemsets\textsuperscript{3}

**Pattern-growth algorithms**

To address the main limitation of algorithms such as Apriori and Eclat, a major advance in the field has been the development of pattern-growth algorithms such as FP-Growth\textsuperscript{27}, H-Mine\textsuperscript{29} and LCM\textsuperscript{30}. The main idea of pattern-growth algorithms is to scan a database to find itemsets, and thus avoid generating candidates that do not appear in the database. Furthermore, to reduce the cost of scanning the database, pattern-growth algorithms have introduced the concept of projected database to reduce the size of databases as an algorithm explore larger itemsets with its depth-first search.

The pseudocode of a typical pattern-growth algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3. It takes as input a transaction database $D$, the empty set, and the $\text{minsup}$ threshold. Without loss of generality, assume that there exists a total order on items $\prec$ such as the lexicographical order ($a \prec b \prec c \prec d \prec e$). A pattern-growth algorithm explores the search space using
Algorithm 2: The Eclat algorithm

**input :** \( R \): a set of itemsets with their tidsets, \( \text{minsup} \): a user-specified threshold

**output:** the set of frequent itemsets

1. **foreach** itemset \( X \in R \) such that \( |\text{tid}(X)| \geq \text{minsup} \) do
2.     Output \( X \); // \( X \) is a frequent itemset
3.     \( E = \emptyset \); // frequent itemsets that are extensions of \( X \)
4.     **foreach** itemset \( Y \in R \) sharing all but the last item with \( X \) do
5.         \( \text{tid}(X \cup Y) = \text{tid}(X) \cap \text{tid}(Y) \); // calculate the tidset of \( X \cup Y \)
6.         if \( |\text{tid}(X \cup Y)| \geq \text{minsup} \) then // if \( X \cup Y \) is frequent
7.             \( E = E \cup \{X \cup Y\}; \) // add \( X \cup Y \) to frequent extensions of \( X \)
8.         end
9.     end
10.    Eclat \( (E, \text{minsup}) \); // recursive call using \( E \)
11. end

a depth-first search by recursively appending items according to the \( \prec \) order to frequent itemsets, to obtain larger frequent itemsets. At the beginning, a pattern-growth algorithm considers that the current itemset \( X \) is the empty set. A pattern-growth algorithm scans the database \( D \) to find the set \( Z \) of all frequent items in \( D \) (line 1). Then, for each such item \( z \), the itemset \( X \cup \{z\} \) is output as it is a frequent itemset (line 3). Then, the pattern-growth procedure is called to perform a depth-first search to find larger frequent itemsets that are extensions of \( X \cup \{z\} \) in the same way (line 5). However, it can be observed that not all items in \( D \) can be appended to \( X \cup \{z\} \) to generate larger itemsets. In fact, the itemset \( X \cup \{z\} \) may not even appear in all transactions of the database \( D \). For this reason, a pattern-growth algorithm will create the projected database of the itemset \( X \cup \{z\} \) (line 4) and will use this database to perform the depth-first search (line 5). This will allows reducing the cost of scanning the database. After recursively performing the depth-first search for all items, the set of all frequent itemsets will have been output.

Now, let’s illustrate these steps in more details with an example. Assume that \( \text{minsup} = 3 \). By scanning the database of Table 1, it can be found that the frequent 1-itemsets are \( a, b, c \)
and e. The algorithm will first consider the item a to try to find larger frequent itemsets starting with the prefix \{a\}. The algorithm will thus build the projected database of \{a\} as shown in Table 3. The projected database of an item \(i\) is defined as the set of transactions where \(i\) appears, but where the item \(i\) and items preceding \(i\) according to the \(\prec\) order have been removed. Then, to find frequent itemsets starting with \{a\} containing one more item, the algorithm will scan the projected database of \{a\} and count the support of all items appearing in that database. For example, the support of items in the projected database of \{a\} are: \{b\} : 2, \{c\} : 3 and \{e\} : 1. This means that the support of \{a, b\} is 2, that the support of \{a, c\} is 3, and that the support of \{a, e\} is 1. Thus, only the itemset \{a, c\} is frequent (recall that we assume that \(\text{minsup} = 3\) in the running example). Then the algorithm will pursue the depth-first search to find frequent itemsets starting with the prefix \{a, c\}. The algorithm will build the projected database of \{a, c\} from the projected database of \{a\}. The projected database of \{a, c\} is shown in Table 4. Then, the algorithm will scan the projected database of \{a, c\} to find frequent items in that database. This process will continue until all frequent itemsets have been explored by the depth-first search.

A major advantage of pattern-growth algorithms is that they only explore the frequent itemsets in the search space thus avoiding considering many itemsets not appearing in the database, or infrequent itemsets. Besides, the concept of projected database is also useful to reduce the cost of database scans. A common question about the concept of projected database is: is it costly to create all these copies of the original database? The answer is no if an optimization called \textit{pseudo-projection} is used, which consists of implementing a projected database as a set of pointers on the original database\textsuperscript{29,30}. For example, Fig. 2 shows the pseudo-projected database of \{a, c\}, which is equivalent to the projected database of Table 4, excepts that it is implemented using three pointers on the original database, to avoid creating a copy of the original database. Note that many other optimizations can also be integrated in pattern-growth algorithms. For example, LCM\textsuperscript{30} also integrates a mechanism to merge identical transactions in projected databases to further reduce their size, and an efficient array-based support counting technique called \textit{occurrence-delivery}. The FP-Growth\textsuperscript{27} and H-Mine\textsuperscript{29} algorithms respectively introduce a prefix-tree structure and a hyper-structure for representing projected-databases to also reduce memory usage.
Algorithm 3: A pattern-growth algorithm

**input**: $D$: a transaction database, $X$: the current itemset (initially $X = \emptyset$),
$minsup$: a user-specified threshold

**output**: the set of frequent itemsets

1. Scan the database $D$ to find the set $Z$ of all frequent items in $D$;
2. foreach item $z \in Z$ do
   3. Output $X \cup \{z\}$; // $X \cup \{z\}$ is a frequent itemset
   4. $D' = \text{Projection}(D, z)$; // Create projected database of $X \cup \{z\}$
   5. PatternGrowth $(D, X \cup \{z\}, minsup)$; // recursive call to extend $X \cup \{z\}$
3. end

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TID</th>
<th>Transaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_1$</td>
<td>${c, d}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_3$</td>
<td>${b, c, e}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_5$</td>
<td>${b, c, e}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The projected database of $\{a\}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TID</th>
<th>Transaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_1$</td>
<td>${d}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_3$</td>
<td>${e}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_5$</td>
<td>${e}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The projected database of $\{a, c\}$

Table 5 provides a summary of the characteristics of the algorithms discussed in this section. In recent years, a lot of research has been carried on further improving the performance of algorithms for FIM since it is a computationally expensive task. These improvements have
Table 5: A summary of six representative FIM algorithms

been in terms of proposing novel algorithms with additional optimizations, and also to
design FIM algorithms that can run on GPU processors, on multi-core processors, and
cloud platforms such as Hadoop and Spark.

Variations of the Itemset Mining Problem

Although the task of frequent itemset mining has numerous applications, it can also be viewed as having limitations in terms of the assumptions that it makes. This section reviews some of the most important limitations of FIM and discusses extensions to the task of itemset mining that are designed to address these limitations.

One the most important limitation of FIM is that an algorithm may find a huge amount of itemsets, depending on how the minimum support threshold is set. Discovering too many patterns makes it difficult for a human to analyze the patterns found. Moreover, itemsets can be viewed as containing a lot of redundancy, since, for example, if an itemset is frequent, all its subsets are also frequent. To reduce the number of itemsets found and present more meaningful itemsets to the user, researchers have designed algorithms to extract concise representations of frequent itemsets. A concise representation is a set of frequent itemsets that is smaller and summarize the whole set of all frequent itemsets. In practice the size of concise representations can sometimes be several orders of magnitude smaller than the set of frequent itemsets. Moreover, discovering these concise representations is often faster than discovering the full set of frequent itemsets. It was also shown that for task such as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Type of search</th>
<th>Database representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apriori 3</td>
<td>breadth-first (candidate generation)</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apriori – TID 3</td>
<td>breadth-first (candidate generation)</td>
<td>Vertical (TID-lists)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eclat²⁸</td>
<td>depth-first (candidate generation)</td>
<td>Vertical (TID-lists, diffsets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP – Growth²⁷</td>
<td>depth-first (pattern-growth)</td>
<td>Horizontal (prefix-tree)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H – Mine²⁹</td>
<td>depth-first (pattern-growth)</td>
<td>Horizontal (hyperlink structure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCM³⁰</td>
<td>depth-first (pattern-growth)</td>
<td>Horizontal (with transaction merging)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
classification, using concise representations of items can increase classification accuracy\(^5\).

Let \( FI \) denotes the set of frequent itemsets. The most popular concise representations of frequent itemsets are the following.

- **Closed itemsets\(^{30,33,42–45}** are the frequent itemsets that have no superset having the same support, i.e. \( CI = \{ X | X \in FI \land \exists Y \in FI \text{ such that } X \subset Y \land sup(X) = sup(Y) \} \). In the example of Table 1, out of nine frequent itemsets, only four of them are closed: \( \{c\} \), \( \{e\} \), \( \{a,c\} \), \( \{b,c,e\} \). Thus, a considerable reduction in terms of number of itemsets is achieved by discovering only closed itemsets. An interesting property of closed itemsets is that they are a *lossless* representation of all frequent itemsets. In other words, using closed itemsets the information about all frequent itemsets, including their support, can be recovered without scanning the database\(^{30,33,42–45} \). In market basket analysis, closed itemsets are also interesting because they represent the largest sets of items common to groups of customers.

- **Maximal itemsets\(^3\)** are the set of frequent itemsets that do not have supersets that are frequent, i.e. \( MI = \{ X | X \in FI \land \forall X \in FI \text{ such that } X \subset Y \} \). In other words, maximal itemsets are the largest frequent itemsets. The representation of maximal itemsets is a subset of the representation of closed itemsets \((MI \subseteq CI \subseteq FI)\), and thus can further reduce the number of itemsets presented to the user. However, maximal itemsets are not a lossless representation. Maximal itemsets can be used to recover all frequent itemsets, but they cannot be used to recover the support of all frequent itemsets. In the example of Table 1, there are only two maximal itemsets: \( \{a,c\} \) and \( \{b,c,e\} \).

- **Generator itemsets (key itemsets)\(^{46–48}** are the set of frequent itemsets that have no subsets having the same support, i.e. \( GI = \{ X | X \in FI \land \exists X \in FI \text{ such that } Y \subset X \land sup(X) = sup(Y) \} \). The set of generator itemsets is always of equal size as or larger than the set of closed itemsets and the set of maximal itemsets. But the set of generators is interesting according to the Minimum Description Length principle\(^4\) since it represents the smallest sets of items that are common to sets of transactions. For example, in market basket analysis, generator itemsets represent the smallest sets
of items common to group of customers.

Another popular way of reducing the number of patterns found by itemset mining algorithms is to introduce constraints to filter less interesting patterns. Many different types of more or less complex constraints have been introduced. The naive way of applying constraints in FIM is to apply them as a post-processing step after all the frequent itemsets have been found. However, this approach may suffer from important performance issues since discovering all patterns can be time-consuming and require a lot of space. A better way of applying constraints is to push them deep in the mining process, i.e. to use the constraints to reduce the search space, and thus improve the performance of the algorithms. Algorithms that use constraints to reduce the search space can sometimes be orders of magnitude faster, since constraints can greatly reduce the size of the search space, and produce orders of magnitude less patterns. Some of the first itemset mining algorithms to integrate constraints are the Reorder and Direct algorithms, which are Apriori-based algorithms that let the user specify boolean constraints on items that can appear in frequent itemsets. Another example of constraint is the use of the occupancy, a measure used to find itemsets that occupy a large portion of transactions where they appear. Measures have also been presented to assess how correlated each itemset is. For example, the bond of an itemset $X = \{i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_p\}$ is defined as $\text{bond}(X) = |\text{tid}(X)| / |\text{tid}(i_1) \cap \text{tid}(i_2) \cap \ldots \text{tid}(i_p)|$. Thus, a frequent itemset having a high bond is not just frequent but also contains items that often co-occur. Many other alternative interestingness measures have also been proposed in the itemset mining literature such as the affinity, all-confidence, coherence and mean, each having different advantages and limitations. The interested reader may refer to the paper of Geng et al. for more details.

In terms of constraints that can be used in itemset mining, not all constraints can be pushed deep into the mining process to reduce the search space. Some studies have categorized constraints into several categories such as monotone, anti-monotone, succinct, convertible and other constraints. Anti-monotone constraints such as the minimum support threshold are some of the easiest and most beneficial to integrate in a FIM mining algorithm, as they can be used to prune the search space by applying the downward closure property. Convertible constraints are constraints that are neither monotone nor anti-monotone but
that can be converted to anti-monotone constraints if some additional strategies are applied by the FIM algorithm. For example, assume that a weight is assigned to each item. A constraint that is neither anti-monotone nor monotone is the maximum average weight of an itemset. But this constraint can be easily converted into an anti-monotone constraint if items are sorted by increasing order of weights, and itemsets are explored by following that order. A succinct constraint is a constraint that can be checked for an itemset by only looking at the single items that it contains. For example, the constraint that the sum of the weights of an itemset should be less than a given value can be checked by simply adding the weights of its items. This constraint is both succinct and anti-monotone. For more information about the use of constraints, the reader may refer to the referenced papers.

Another limitation of traditional FIM is that it assumes that all items are equal. But in real-life applications, items are often very different from each other. For example, two items such as bread and caviar do not have the same selling frequencies in a retail store, and one should not expect these items to have the same frequencies since bread is a very common type of product while caviar is a specialized and expensive product. Thus, some items have naturally more chance of being frequent than others. This leads to the rare item problem, which means that some items are much less likely to appear in frequent itemsets than others. To address this issue, researchers have developed algorithms to find frequent itemsets using multiple minimum support thresholds, such as MSApriori, CFPGrowth, and CFPGrowth++. These algorithms let the user select a different minimum support threshold for each item. As a result, these algorithms can find frequent itemsets containing rare items and/or frequent items. For example, a user could assign a lower minimum support threshold for the item caviar than for the item bread. A related problem with databases having a skewed item support distribution is that patterns involving both frequent and infrequent items may be spurious as infrequent items may appear with frequent items simply because those latter are frequent. Measures have thus been designed to eliminate such patterns, called cross-support patterns.

A lot of research has also been carried on finding rare itemsets in databases instead of frequent itemsets, since frequent itemsets may not always be the most interesting in real-life applications. The problem of discovering rare patterns is quite challenging as there
is generally much more rare patterns than frequent patterns. As a result, various definitions of rare patterns have been proposed, each providing different restrictions on what is a rare pattern to avoid discovering a huge number of rare patterns. For example, the AprioriInverse\textsuperscript{62} algorithm finds \textit{perfectly rare itemsets}. A perfectly rare itemset is an itemset that has a support no less than a minimum support threshold and not higher than a maximum support threshold. Furthermore, it is required that all subsets of a perfectly rare itemset also have a support not greater than the maximum support threshold. Another type of rare itemsets is the \textit{minimal rare itemsets}\textsuperscript{63,64}. A minimal rare itemset is an itemset that is infrequent according to the minimum support threshold and that all its subsets are frequent. Thus, minimal rare itemsets can be viewed as the itemsets that are almost frequent. Both the perfectly rare itemsets and minimal rare itemsets are subsets of the set of all infrequent itemsets.

Another drawback of traditional FIM algorithms is that they are designed to be applied as batch algorithms, i.e. they are designed to be run only once. This is a problem if FIM algorithms are applied in a dynamic environment. For example, if a transaction database is updated, a user will need to apply a FIM algorithm again to get an updated view of the patterns in the database. This is inefficient because sometimes only small changes are made to a database. In these cases, it would be preferable to not recompute all frequent itemsets from scratch. Various algorithms have been designed to provide updated results to a user when a database changes. There are three main types of algorithms:

- \textit{Incremental mining algorithms} are designed to update the set of frequent itemsets when new transactions are inserted, deleted or modified\textsuperscript{65–68} in a transaction database. An example of strategy used by this type of algorithms to avoid recalculating all frequent itemsets from scratch is to keep a buffer of almost-frequent itemsets in memory. Using a buffer, it is unnecessary to perform a database scan to calculate the support of itemsets, when a database is only slightly changed.

- \textit{Stream mining algorithms} are designed to cope with a potentially infinite stream of transactions. They assume that transactions may arrive at a very high speed. Thus, these algorithms are optimized to process transactions as quickly as possible and gen-
erally to calculate an approximate set of frequent itemsets rather than an exact set of frequent itemsets\textsuperscript{72}. Some popular algorithms for mining frequent itemsets in streams are estDec\textsuperscript{69} and estDec+\textsuperscript{70}. These algorithms use a tree structure for maintaining information about frequent itemsets, and also include a recency constraint to discover itemsets that are recently frequent, but that may have been infrequent in the past, and calculate upper-bounds on the approximation error of support calculation for frequent itemsets. Similarly, algorithms have also been designed to find and maintain closed\textsuperscript{71} and maximal itemsets\textsuperscript{73} in streams.

- **Interactive mining algorithms** propose a different solution to the problem of handling dynamic databases. The idea is that instead of mining and updating a large number of itemsets that may not all be useful, one could mine the itemsets that are needed on-the-fly, when they are needed. For example, the Itemset-Tree\textsuperscript{74} and the improved Memory-Efficient Itemset-Tree\textsuperscript{75} are tree-based data structures that can be created from a transaction database, and that can be updated incrementally with new transactions. These structures are optimized for quickly answering queries about itemsets on-the-fly such as (1) computing the support of a given itemset, (2) finding all supersets of a given itemset that has a support greater than a given minimum support threshold, and (3) finding all association rules having a given itemset as antecedent. Interactive algorithms can be very efficient. For example, it was reported that the above structure can process more than 10,000 queries in just a few seconds for some datasets, on a standard personal computers\textsuperscript{75}.

Another important limitation of traditional FIM algorithms is the database format. As previously explained, FIM assumes that the input database only contains binary attributes (items). But in real-life this assumption does not always hold. Thus, several extensions of FIM have been proposed to handle richer database types. Some of the most important ones are the following.

- **Weighted itemset mining** is an extension of frequent itemset mining where weights are associated to each item to indicate their relative importance\textsuperscript{76–78}. The goal of weighted itemset mining is to find itemsets that have a minimum weight. A popular variation
of this problem is to mine infrequent weighted itemsets\textsuperscript{79}.

- \textit{High-utility itemset mining} (HUIM) is an extension of weighted itemset mining where not only weights are considered but also purchase quantities in transactions\textsuperscript{20–26}. In traditional FIM, purchase quantities are assumed to be binary, i.e. either an itemset appears in a transaction or not. In HUIM, the number of units bought for each item is indicated in transactions. For example, a transaction could indicate that a customer has bought four breads and two bottles of wine, which is different than a customer having bought one bread and four bottles of wine. In HUIM, weights can be viewed as the unit profit of items (how much profit is generated by each unit sold of a product). The goal of HUIM is to find all itemsets that have a \textit{utility} higher than a given threshold in a database (i.e. itemsets generating a high profit). A major challenge in HUIM is that the utility measure is neither monotone nor anti-monotone\textsuperscript{20}. Hence, the utility measure cannot be directly used to prune the search space. To solve this problem, HUIM algorithms have introduced the concept of upper-bound. For example, the Two-Phase algorithm\textsuperscript{20} uses an upper-bound, called the TWU, on the utility of itemsets that is monotone to reduce the search space. A major challenge in HUIM has been to develop tighter upper-bounds on the utility to be able to prune a larger part of the search space, and improve the performance of HUIM algorithms\textsuperscript{24–26,67}. One of the current fastest HUIM algorithm is EFIM\textsuperscript{25}. Various extensions of the utility-mining problem have also been proposed to consider for example the shelf-time periods of items\textsuperscript{80}, discount strategies applied in retail stores\textsuperscript{81}, and also to discover the top-$k$ most profitable itemsets\textsuperscript{82,83}.

- \textit{Uncertain itemset mining} is another popular extension of FIM, designed to consider uncertainty about the data\textsuperscript{84–88}. Uncertainty play a role in several real-life applications since data collected is often imperfect, inaccurate, or may be collected through noisy sensors. Two main models have been proposed for uncertain frequent itemset mining\textsuperscript{86}. The first model is the \textit{expected-support model}\textsuperscript{85,87,88}. It considers that each item $i$ appearing in a transaction $T_q$ is associated to an expected support value $e(i, T_q)$ representing the certainty that this item appeared in the transaction (a value in the
(0,1] interval). For example, consider a transaction database where items represent symptoms and transactions represent hospital patients. A symptom such as stomach pain may be associated to a patient with an expected-support of 0.75 (representing a probability of 75%) based on medical tests or discussion with the patient. The expected-support of an itemset $X$ in a transaction is defined as the product of the expected-support of its items in the transaction, i.e. $\text{exp}(X, T_q) = \prod_{i \in X} e(i, T_q)$. The expected-support of an itemset in a database $D$ is the sum of its expected-support in all transactions where $X$ appears, i.e. $\text{exp}(X, D) = \sum_{T_q \in D \land X \subseteq T_q} \text{exp}(X, T_q)$. The task of uncertain itemset mining in the expected support model is to discover all itemsets that are expected to be frequent. The second model is the probabilistic itemset model. It utilizes the same database format, but it considers two thresholds: the minimum support threshold $\text{minsup}$, as well as a second threshold called the minimum probability threshold $\text{minprob}$. An itemset is considered a probabilistic frequent itemset if the calculated probability that it appears in more than $\text{minsup}$ transactions by considering possible worlds is greater than $\text{minprob}$.

• Fuzzy itemset mining is also a well-studied extension of itemset mining. In fuzzy itemset mining, quantitative values are assigned to each item in transactions and fuzzy membership functions are defined for each attribute (item) to map these values to nominal values. For example, an attribute of a transaction could be the “height” of a person and a corresponding fuzzy membership function could be defined to map a height to nominal values such as short, average or tall. Fuzzy FIM algorithms discover itemsets where each item is associated with a nominal value and a membership percentage. For example, a fuzzy FIM algorithm can discover itemsets such as “height(tall=80%) age(young = 60%)”. Some of the most important applications of fuzzy itemset mining are in text mining, including text clustering.

Another limitation of frequent itemset mining is that it is traditionally applied to find itemsets in a single set of transactions. However, in real-life, it is often useful to discover patterns that are different or vary greatly in two or more sets of transactions. For example, one may wish to discover patterns that explain the difference between the shopping behavior...
of adults and teenagers. For this purpose, algorithms have been designed to mine emerging patterns. An emerging pattern is a pattern that is significantly more frequent in a set of transactions than in another. It was shown that emerging patterns are useful for tasks such as classification.

Other pattern mining problems related to itemset mining

The previous section has described popular extensions of the problem of FIM to address some of its limitations. This section describes some other important pattern mining problems that are closely related to itemset mining and are solved using similar techniques.

- **Association rule mining** is the task of discovering rules of the form \( X \rightarrow Y \) in a transaction database, where \( X \) and \( Y \) are itemsets such that \( X \cap Y = \emptyset \). The interestingness of a rule is traditionally assessed by the support measure \( \text{sup}(X \rightarrow Y) = \text{sup}(X \cup Y) \) and the confidence measure \( \text{conf}(X \rightarrow Y) = \frac{\text{sup}(X \cup Y)}{\text{sup}(X)} \). The confidence is a very useful measure since it assesses how “strong” an association between some items is. The confidence represents the conditional probability \( P(Y|X) \). Thus, for any rule \( X \rightarrow Y \), if follows that \( \text{conf}(X \rightarrow Y) \) is not necessarily equal to \( \text{conf}(Y \rightarrow X) \). To discover frequent and confident association rules, a user has to specify a minimum support threshold \( \text{minsup} \) and a minimum confidence threshold \( \text{minconf} \). An association rule mining algorithm then finds all the valid association rules, i.e. those having a support and confidence respectively no less than these thresholds. For example, for the database of Figure 1 and \( \text{minsup} = 3 \) and \( \text{minconf} = 1 \) (which means 100% confidence), the valid association rules are \( \{a\} \rightarrow \{c\} \), \( \{e\} \rightarrow \{b\} \), \( \{b\} \rightarrow \{e\} \), \( \{c,e\} \rightarrow \{b\} \) and \( \{b,c\} \rightarrow \{e\} \), which all have a confidence of 100%, and respectively have a support of 3, 4, 4, 3 and 3 transactions. Using the confidence measure, association rule mining algorithms can discover patterns representing strong associations between items. This addresses a limitation of traditional frequent itemset mining, which is that it may find many frequent itemsets that are weakly correlated.

For example, \( \{a,c\} \) is a frequent itemset for \( \text{minsup} = 3 \). But the rule \( \{a\} \rightarrow \{c\} \) has a higher confidence (100%) than the rule \( \{c\} \rightarrow \{a\} \) (75%). Thus association rules
can provide a more detailed information about this itemset. Note that more than 20 alternative interestingness measures have been proposed for association mining beside the support and confidence. The interested reader may refer to Lenca et al.\textsuperscript{96} for a survey of association rule measures. Association rules are typically generated in two steps by first discovering frequent itemsets using a standard FIM algorithm and then generating the rules using the frequent itemsets\textsuperscript{3}.

- \textit{Sequential pattern mining}\textsuperscript{17,18,97–100} consists of discovering sequences frequently appearing in a set of sequences. The problem is similar to the problem of frequent itemset mining except that the input database is a sequence database, where each sequence is a sequence of transactions. The output of a sequential pattern mining algorithm is a set of \textit{frequent sequential patterns}, that is subsequences that appear in no less than \textit{minsup} sequences in the database, where \textit{minsup} is the minimum threshold specified by the user. Applications of sequential pattern mining include analyzing the genome, analyzing web-click stream, and analyzing alarm data in telecommunications\textsuperscript{97}. A variation of the sequential pattern mining problem is to discover \textit{sequential rules}\textsuperscript{109,110} of the form $X \rightarrow Y$ indicating that if some items $X$ appear in a sequence it will be followed by some other items $Y$ with a given confidence. A sequential rule $X \rightarrow Y$ can be viewed as an association rule that respect the restriction that $X$ must appear before $Y$. Sequential rules have been reported as more effective than sequential patterns for some tasks involving prediction\textsuperscript{109}. They have been applied in various applications such as e-learning, web page prefetching, anti-pattern detection, alarm sequence analysis and restaurant recommendation\textsuperscript{110}. Another variation is to discover \textit{frequent partial orders}\textsuperscript{111,112} rather than sequential patterns or rules. Items in a frequent partial orders are only partially ordered sequentially. Thus a frequent partial order can summarize several sequential patterns\textsuperscript{111}.

- \textit{Episode mining}\textsuperscript{101,102} is similar to the problem of sequential pattern mining except that patterns are mined in a single sequence rather than in a set of sequences. The goal is to discover itemsets or \textit{episode rules} of the form $X \rightarrow Y$ that appears many times in a sequence of transactions. An itemset or rule occurs in a sequence if it appears within
a time window set by the user. Episode mining can be used to analyze various types of data such as web-click streams, telecommunication data, sensor readings, sequences of events on an assembly line and network traffic data\textsuperscript{101,102}.

- **Periodic pattern mining**\textsuperscript{103–105} is the problem of discovering patterns in a single sequence of transactions. The goal of periodic pattern is not just to find patterns that regularly appear in a sequence, but that also appear periodically. The time elapsed or number of transactions between two occurrences of an itemset is called the period length. A user typically has to set parameters on the maximum, minimum or average period lengths to discover periodic patterns\textsuperscript{104}. For example, in the database of Table 1, the itemset \{a, c\} could be considered as a periodic pattern, since it appears periodically every two transactions. Applications of periodic pattern mining include stock market analysis, market analysis and bioinformatics\textsuperscript{103}.

- **Sub-graph mining**\textsuperscript{106–108} is another problem with many similarities to the problem of frequent itemset mining. The difference is that the goal is to discover frequent sub-graphs in a database of graphs rather than frequent itemsets in transactions. The traditional problem of sub-graph mining requires the user to set a minimum support threshold as in FIM. Some of the key challenges in sub-graph mining is that the search space is generally very large and that it is necessary to design strategies to check if different generated graphs are isomorphic (if generated graphs contain the same number of vertices connected in the same manner)\textsuperscript{106}. As for frequent itemset mining, several extensions of the problem of sub-graph mining have also been proposed, for example to mine closed and maximal frequent sub-graphs\textsuperscript{107}. Applications of sub-graph mining are varied and include for example the analysis of chemical compounds\textsuperscript{106,107}.

- **Formal concept analysis** (FCA)\textsuperscript{113} is a problem that consists of extracting formal concepts from a table of objects (transactions) described using binary attributes (items). A formal concept is the equivalent of a closed itemset in FIM, obtained using \textit{minsup} = 0, and annotated with the set of objects (transactions) where it appears. An interesting aspect of FCA is that it organizes formal concepts as a lattice based on the subset relation, which can be visualized. For example, Fig. 3 shows the lattice of formal
concepts extracted from the database of Table 1. FCA has been extensively studied and there exist many variations of the FCA problem.

Figure 3: The lattice of formal concepts for the database of Table 1

**Research opportunities**

Itemset mining and related pattern mining problems have been an active research topic for more than 20 years, and there is still countless opportunities for research in this area. We here provide a classification of the main types of research opportunities in this field:

- **Novel applications.** The first research opportunities is to apply existing pattern mining algorithms in new ways in terms of application domains. Since pattern mining algorithms are quite general, they can be applied in a multitude of domains. In particular, the use of pattern mining methods in emerging research areas such as social network analysis, the Internet of Things, sensor networks provides several novel possibilities in terms of applications.

- **Enhancing the performance of pattern mining algorithms.** Since pattern mining can be quite time-consuming, especially on dense databases, large databases, or databases
containing many long transactions, a lot of research is carried on developing more efficient algorithms. This is an important problem especially for new extensions of the pattern mining problem such as uncertain itemset mining or high-utility itemset mining, which have been less explored. Many opportunities also lies in distributed, GPU, multi-core or parallel algorithm development to increase speed and scalability of the algorithms.

- **Extending pattern mining to consider more complex data.** Another research opportunity is to develop pattern mining algorithms that can be applied on complex types of data. As mentioned in this paper, various extensions have been proposed. But it still remains a problem to handle more complex types of data. Some recent papers have for example focused on mining spatial patterns\textsuperscript{114}.

- **Extending pattern mining to discover more complex and meaningful types of patterns.** Related to the above opportunity, another important issue to discover more complex types of patterns. Also, another research opportunity is to work on the evaluation of patterns using for example novel interestingness measures\textsuperscript{96}, because it is also key to ensure that the most interesting or useful patterns are found.

**Open-source Software**

An issue in the frequent itemset and pattern mining research community is that most researchers do not release the source code of their algorithms, or even their binary files. This has led to the following problems. First, several researchers need to re-implement algorithms proposed by other researchers to compare their algorithm performance thus spending a great amount of time re-implementing algorithms. Second, in these cases, it remains unsure if reimplemented algorithms are as efficient as the original implementations. Besides, even when binary files are released it has been noted in studies such as the one of Goethal\textsuperscript{115} that results may vary greatly depending on the compiler used and the machine architecture used for running performance comparison. Third, if algorithm implementations are not released by researchers, fewer people may use them in real applications, as they would need to be
reimplemented.

The main solution to this issue is that researchers release their algorithms as open-source implementations, ideally in a common programming language to facilitate comparison. Currently, the largest collection of open-source implementations of algorithms for pattern mining is by far the *SPMF data mining library*¹¹⁶ ([http://www.philippe-fournier-viger.com/spmf/](http://www.philippe-fournier-viger.com/spmf/)). It offers more than 110 algorithms for mining patterns such as itemsets, sequential patterns, sequential rules, periodic patterns, and association rules. It is a multi-platform library developed in Java and released under the GPL3 license. It is designed to be easily integrated in other Java software programs, and can be run as a standalone software using its command-line or graphical user interface. The other main collection of open-source implementation is the FIMI 2004 competition repository website ([http://fimi.ua.ac.be/](http://fimi.ua.ac.be/)), which provides about twenty C++ implementations of itemset mining algorithms published before 2005. Datasets used for benchmarking itemset and pattern mining algorithms can be found on the SPMF and FIMI websites.

Itemset mining algorithms are also offered as part of some general purpose open-source data mining platform or libraries such as Weka ([http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/](http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/), Mahout ([http://mahout.apache.org/](http://mahout.apache.org/)) and Knime ([http://www.knime.org/](http://www.knime.org/)), implemented in Java, and R ([https://www.r-project.org/](https://www.r-project.org/)). These software offer a wide range of data mining techniques. However, they offer a very limited set of algorithms for itemset mining, offering mostly implementations of Apriori, FP-Growth and association rule generation. Some specialized platforms offering itemset mining algorithms are Coron ([http://coron.loria.fr/](http://coron.loria.fr/)) and LUCS-KDD ([http://](http://)), developed in Java, and Illimine ([http://illimine.cs.uiuc.edu/](http://illimine.cs.uiuc.edu/)), developed in C++. However, the source code of Coron is not public, Illimine provides the source code of only one of its pattern mining algorithms and LUCS-KDD source code cannot be used for commercial purposes.

Related to the importance of sharing implementations of algorithms in the research community, another issue is that researchers in the field of pattern mining do not always compare the performance of new algorithms with the previous best algorithms because of the lack of public implementations or other reasons. To illustrate this problem, consider the task of subgraph mining. Various algorithms have been proposed for this task. Among them, the GAS-
TON, FFSM, SPIN algorithms have been shown to outperform GSPAN\textsuperscript{107}. Furthermore, SPIN and MARGIN were shown to outperform FFSM\textsuperscript{107}. And recently, FPGraphMiner\textsuperscript{117} was shown to outperform MARGIN and FFSM. However, to our knowledge no algorithm has been compared to GASTON, even though it is one of the first proposed algorithms for frequent sub-graph mining. And SPIN, GASTON and FPGraphMiner have also never been compared with each other. Moreover, can we really make the transitive inference that an algorithm like FPGraphMiner is faster than GSPAN, because it is faster than MARGIN and FFSM? Thus, in this type of cases, it remains uncertain, which algorithm is the most efficient.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Itemset mining is an active field of research having numerous applications. This paper has presented the problem of frequent itemset mining, discussed the main techniques for exploring the search space of itemsets, employed by itemset mining algorithms. Then, the paper has discussed several extensions of the basic frequent itemset mining problem to overcome some of its limitations, for example, to handle dynamic databases, uncertain data and the use of various constraints. The paper has also briefly discussed pattern mining problems that are closely related to the problem of itemset mining such as sequential pattern mining, sequential rule mining, association rule mining, periodic pattern mining and episode mining. Lastly, the paper has discussed research opportunities and open-source implementations of pattern mining algorithms.
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